INVERSE THREE–DIMENSIONAL GROUNDWATER MODELING
USING THE FINITE–DIFFERENCE METHOD FOR RECHARGE
ESTIMATION IN A GLACIAL TILL AQUITARD
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ABSTRACT. Knowledge of groundwater recharge rates is essential for developing sustainable groundwater resources
management schemes and for assessing the susceptibility of the groundwater system to contamination by leachable nutrients
and toxic compounds such as nitrates and pesticides. This study was carried out to develop a method for estimating
groundwater recharge in a glacial till aquitard using inverse groundwater modeling based on the USGS modular
finite–difference groundwater model. The three–dimensional model incorporated the effects of the various hydrogeologic
properties, such as hydraulic conductivity, specific yield, storage coefficient, and porosity, and hydrologic processes
influencing recharge such as evapotranspiration and subsurface drainage. The model also accounted for the spatial
variability of hydraulic conductivity in the oxidized and unoxidized layers based on geostatistical analysis. The groundwater
model was calibrated and validated using years with adequate groundwater data. Inverse modeling was consequently
performed using the calibrated model and simulation results yielded generally fair agreement between observed and
calculated head distribution. Simulation results indicated that the annual net groundwater recharge for the five–year
simulation period considered ranged from 18.7 mm/yr to 33.2 mm/yr, constituting approximately 2.3% to 4.3% of the annual
precipitation in the area. The recharge estimates are within the typical range of recharge for the humid Midwest. The
finite–difference model could serve as an alternative method for estimating groundwater recharge in a glacial till aquitard.
Keywords. Groundwater modeling, Finite–difference method, Groundwater recharge, Glacial till aquitard,
USGS–MODFLOW.

G

roundwater recharge, which refers to the volume
of infiltrated water that reaches and replenishes
the saturated zone per unit area per unit time in a
given groundwater system, is one of the most
important parameters necessary for developing sound
management schemes for groundwater resources.
Knowledge of recharge rates could provide a gage to estimate
the safe yield and hence the sustainability of groundwater
resources for domestic, agricultural, or industrial water
supplies, among other purposes. Moreover, this parameter
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could provide an indication of the vulnerability of
groundwater resources to contamination by leachable
contaminants such as NO3–N and pesticides. Thus,
estimation of recharge rates is unquestionably an
indispensable part of a proper environmental management
scheme.
Numerous methods for recharge estimation have been
proposed over the years, as described in Simmers (1988,
1997) and Sharma (1989), ranging from direct to indirect
methods. Direct methods include the use of lysimeters,
chemical or isotope tracers, and other field measurement
techniques. While capable of providing relatively accurate
results, direct methods, particularly the tracer techniques, are
relatively expensive, laborious, and time–consuming. A
more cost–effective approach is through indirect methods,
which include water balance studies, hydrograph separation,
flow net analysis, unsaturated flow modeling, and inverse
groundwater modeling using observed groundwater levels.
Of the various indirect methods, inverse groundwater
modeling ranks among the most fundamentally sound
methods for recharge estimation as this approach takes into
account the various hydrogeologic properties and hydrologic
processes that influence the recharge process. It also makes
use of field–measured hydraulic heads, which provide a
sound indicator of recharge or discharge occurrences over
time. It is called inverse modeling because, unlike the
forward or direct problem where recharge is known and the
hydraulic heads computed, it is the recharge that is computed
from known hydraulic heads in this technique.
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The need to estimate recharge rates in a glacial till
aquitard is of utmost importance in view of continued public
concerns about groundwater contamination from agro–
chemical application and underground storage tanks even
within this relatively impermeable hydrogeologic formation.
Although previous attempts to estimate recharge have been
made in glacial till, the use of the inverse groundwater
modeling approach has not been fully explored. For instance,
Kanwar et al. (1993) estimated groundwater recharge in
glacial till aquitard by calculating the average vertical flux
using Darcy’s law based on groundwater levels observed at
various times in neighboring wells of different screen depths
and using an average hydraulic conductivity. Eidem et al.
(1999) estimated groundwater recharge in the Walnut Creek
watershed in Iowa as the product of the average maximum
groundwater level rise in piezometer nests and the specific
yield of the aquifer. On the other hand, Hatfield et al. (1999)
estimated recharge in this same watershed using a water
balance approach, treating recharge as the difference between precipitation and the sum of the measured stream
discharge and estimated evapotranspiration. To date, no
report exists using inverse groundwater modeling to estimate
recharge in a glacial till aquitard.
The main objective of this study is to develop an
alternative method for estimating groundwater recharge
using the inverse groundwater modeling approach. In
particular, this study is aimed at exploring the applicability
of the modular finite–difference model (USGS–MODFLOW) for groundwater recharge estimation in a glacial till
aquitard.

FINITE–DIFFERENCE SOLUTION SCHEME
The general form of the finite–difference solution for
equation 1 can be written, according to Anderson and
Woessner (1992), as:
Bhi–1,j,k + Chi,j+1,k + Dhi+1,j,k + Ehi,j–1,k
+ Fhi,j,k+1 + Ghi,j,k–1 + Hhi,j,k = RHSi,j,k
where
hi–1,j,k

= head at node i–1,j,k; hi,j+1,k = head
at node i,j+1,k; and so on
B, C, D, E, F, and G = functions of hydraulic
conductivity between the nodes
H
= function of both hydraulic
conductivity and storage
characteristics
RHS
= storage and sources and/or sinks
terms.
McDonald and Harbaugh (1988) developed the finite–difference solution of equation 1 for the groundwater flow
model MODFLOW using a block–centered formulation
(i.e., the nodes are taken to be at the center of the cells). The
set of equations formed essentially follows the general form
given by equation 2.
The finite–difference scheme emanates from the application of mass conservation and Darcy’s law to cell i,j,k. The
influx to this cell contributed by the six adjacent cells (i–1,
j, k; i+1, j, k; i, j–1, k; i, j+1, k; i, j, k–1; and i,j,k+1) may be
represented by the following equations.
For flow into the cell along the row direction:
qi, j −1/ 2, k = KRi, j −1/ 2,k ∆ci ∆vk

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF GROUNDWATER
MOVEMENT
The widely accepted theory governing the movement of
groundwater through porous earth material is based on the
principle of conservation of mass and on Darcy’s law. For
three–dimensional groundwater flow, the governing partial
differential equation under transient conditions may be
written as:
d 
dh  d  dh  d  dh 
dh
 + K
K
 + K
 ± R = Ss
dx  x dx  dy  y dy  dz  z dz 
dt

(1)

where
Kx, Ky, and Kz = values of hydraulic conductivity along
the x, y, and z coordinate axes (L/T)
h
= potentiometric head (L)
R
= volumetric flux per unit volume,
representing sources and/or sinks of
water (L3/L3T)
Ss
= specific storage (1/L)
t
= time (T).
The above governing equation is based on the following
assumptions: (1) groundwater is of constant density, (2) the
aquifer has constant storage characteristics, and (3) absence
of preferential flow. Along with the specification of boundary
and initial conditions, equation 1 constitutes a mathematical
representation of a groundwater flow system.
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(2)

(hi, j −1/ 2, k − hi, j,k )
∆r j −1/ 2

(3)

(hi, j +1, k − hi, j,k )
∆r j +1/ 2

(4)

qi, j +1/ 2,k = KRi, j +1/ 2,k ∆ci ∆vk

For flow along the column direction:
qi +1/ 2, j,k = KCi +1/ 2, j,k ∆r j ∆vk

(hi +1, j,k − hi, j,k )
∆ci +1/ 2

(5)

qi −1/ 2, j, k = KCi −1/ 2, j,k ∆r j ∆vk

(hi −1, j, k − hi, j, k )
∆ci −1/ 2

(6)

qi, j, k +1/ 2 = KVi, j, k +1/ 2∆r j ∆ci

(hi, j,k +1 − hi, j,k )
∆vk +1/ 2

(7)

qi, j, k −1/ 2 = KVi, j,k −1/ 2∆r j ∆ci

(hi, j,k −1 − hi, j, k )
∆vk −1/ 2

(8)

For flow in the vertical direction:

where
q = volumetric fluid flow
h = head at the node
KR = hydraulic conductivity along the row
KC = hydraulic conductivity along the column
KV = hydraulic conductivity along the vertical direction
Dc = column width
Dr = row width
Dv = vertical thickness of the cell.
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The subscripts of each of these terms indicate the location
or direction being considered.
Equations 3 to 8 may be further simplified by combining
the grid dimensions and hydraulic conductivity into a single
constant termed the conductance. The resulting equations
represent flows into cell i,j,k from internal sources. To
account for flow into cell i,j,k from features or processes
external to the aquifer such as areal recharge, evapotranspiration, drains, streams, or wells, additional terms may be
incorporated into these equations. These flows may be
dependent on the head in the receiving cell but independent
of all other heads in the aquifer, or they may be entirely
independent of head in the receiving cell.
In general, for N external sources or stresses affecting a
single cell, the combined flow may be expressed as:
QSi, j, k =

N

N

n=1

n =1

(9)

where
QSi,j,k = external flow rate into cell i,j,k
hi,j,k = head at the cell
pi,j,k,n = constant representing head–dependent flow
qi,j,k,n = constant representing head–independent flow.
The overall equation representing mass balance considering both internal and external sources and the aquifer storage
characteristics may then be written as:
qi, j−1/ 2,k + qi, j+1/ 2,k + qi−1/ 2, j,k

where
∆hi, j, k
∆t

(10)

= finite–difference approximation for the

derivative of head with respect to time
SSi,j,k
= specific storage of cell i,j,k
Drj Dci Dvk = volume of cell i,j,k
Substituting the flow equations (eqs. 3 to 8), expressed in
terms of conductance, into equation 10 gives the following
finite–difference approximation for cell i,j,k:
CRi, j −1/ 2,k (hi, j −1, k − hi, j, k ) + CRi, j +1/ 2,k (hi, j +1, k − hi, j,k )
+ CCi −1/ 2, j, k (hi −1, j,k − hi, j,k ) + CCi −1/ 2, j, k (hi +1, j,k − hi, j,k )
+ CVi, j,k −1/ 2 (hi, j,k −1 − hi, j, k ) + CVi, j,k +1/ 2 (hi, j,k +1 − hi, j, k )
+ Pi, j, k hi, j,k + Qi, j,k =

SSi, j,k (∆r j ∆ci ∆vk )∆hi, j,k
∆t

+ (−CVi,j,k−1/ 2 − CCi−1/ 2,j,k − CRi,j−1/ 2,k − CRi,j+1/ 2,k
m
− CCi+1/ 2,j,k − CVi,j,k+1/ 2 + HCOFi,j,k )hi,j,k
m
m
+ CRi,j+1/ 2,k hi,j
+1,k + CCi+1/ 2,j,k hi+1,j,k

+ CVi,j,k+1/ 2h m
i,j,k+1 = RHSi, j,k

(12)

HCOFi, j, k = Pi, j,k −

RHSi, j,k = −Qi, j, k −

SC1i, j, k
t m − t m−1

−1
SC1i, j, k him
, j,k

(tm − t m−1)

SC1i, j,k = SSi, j,k ∆r j ∆ci ∆vk

(13)

(14)
(15)

hm = head at time tm
hm–1 = head at time tm–1.
For each of the variable–head cells in the flow domain, a
system of equations based on equation 12 can be written in
matrix form as:
[A]{h} = {q}

(16)

where
[A] = matrix of the coefficients of head, from the left side of
equation 12, for all active nodes in the mesh
{h} = vector of head values at the end of time step m for all
nodes in the mesh
{q} = vector of the constant terms, RHS, for all nodes of the
mesh.
For transient simulation, the head distributions at successive times are calculated by solving the system of equations
simultaneously, given the initial head distribution. The
resulting heads become the initial heads for the next iteration,
and the process is repeated to obtain the new head
distribution. The whole scheme is performed repeatedly for
as many time steps as necessary to cover the entire simulation
period.

(11)

where
CR, CC, and CV = conductance in the row, column, and
vertical directions, respectively
Pi,j,k and Qi,j,k
= summation of flows that are head–
dependent and head–independent,
respectively.
The time derivative of head (Dhi,j,k /Dt) is approximated
using a backward difference approach (i.e., approximation of
this derivative extends backward in time from tm , the time at
which the flow terms are calculated). This scheme is used in
MODFLOW over other techniques because it is always
numerically stable (i.e., errors introduced at any time
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m
m
m
CVi,j,k−1/ 2hi,j,k
−1 + CCi−1/ 2,j,k hi−1,j,k + CRi,j−1/ 2,k hi,j−1,k

where

∑ pi, j,k,nhi, j,k + ∑ qi, j,k,n

+ qi+1/ 2, j,k + qi, j,k −1/ 2 + qi, j,k +1/ 2
∆hi, j,k
+ QSi, j,k = SSi, j,k
∆r j ∆ci ∆vk
∆t

diminish progressively at succeeding times) (McDonald and
Harbaugh, 1988).
Using the backward difference approach and rearranging
and combining terms lead to the following final form of the
finite–difference equation for cell i,j,k:

FIELD SITE DESCRIPTION
The groundwater model was tested on a 12–ha field site
at Iowa State University’s Agricultural Engineering and
Agronomy Research Center, located 11 km west of Ames,
Iowa. The site is situated in the most recently glaciated region
in Iowa, the Des Moines lobe of Wisconsinan–age till. The
uppermost layer consists of Nicollet loam soil. Well logging
previously conducted at the site indicated the presence of
loess and oxidized till to a depth of 3.7 m and an unoxidized
till extending to a depth of 18.6 m (Kanwar et al., 1989,
1993). The average stratigraphy at the site is shown in
Table 1. The site has a general land slope of less than 2% and
has an existing subsurface drainage system. About 30% of the
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total area consists of experimental plots where either
continuous corn or corn–soybean rotation was practiced
during the modeling study. A total of 42 monitoring wells,
ranging in screen depth from 1.9 m to 18.0 m, are installed
at the research site. Figure 1 shows the topography and the
location of the various wells at the site.
Slug tests performed at the site (Ella et al., 1999) showed
that the hydraulic conductivity ranged from 1.05 Ü 10–6 m/s
to 4.82 Ü 10–6 m/s for the oxidized till; 3.70 Ü 10–8 m/s to
6.51 Ü 10–7 m/s for the intermediate zone (3.7 to 6.0 m), and
5.66 Ü 10–9 m/s to 7.65 Ü 10–8 m/s for the unoxidized till (6.0
to 20 m). Previous pumping tests reported by Jones et al.
(1992) and Jones (1993) yielded mean hydraulic conductivity values of 5.0 Ü 10–6 m/s and 7.5 Ü 10–9 m/s for the
oxidized and unoxidized till layers, respectively. The same
Table 1. Average near–surface stratigraphy at the research site.
Depth (m)
From

To

0
0.6
3.7
22.3
25.3
30.5
48.2
72.2
79.3
89.9
101.2
103.6
109.7

0.6
3.7
22.3
25.3
30.5
48.2
72.2
79.3
89.9
101.2
103.6
109.7
128.3

Thickness
(m)
0.6
3.1
18.6
3.0
5.2
17.7
24.0
7.1
10.6
11.3
2.4
6.1
18.6

Description
Soil zone
Weathered Wisconsinan–age till
Unweathered Wisconsinan–age till
Loess
Paleosol
Pre–Illinoian weathered till
Pre–Illinoian unweathered till
Rubble zone, boulders, till
Unweathered till, wood pieces, gravel
Sandy till and reworked shale
Sandstone
Shale with sandstone layers
Layers of sandstone, siltstone, and shale

Figure 1. Topography and layout of the various monitoring wells at the
glacial till research site.
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studies reported a mean specific yield of 0.032 for the
oxidized till and a mean specific storage of 6.6 Ü 10–4 m–1 for
the unoxidized till.

METHODOLOGY FOR GROUNDWATER
MODELING AND SIMULATION
The overall modeling methodology employed in this
study was essentially based on the modeling protocol
described by Anderson and Woessner (1992). However, since
inverse modeling was carried out, the necessary procedural
adjustments were made.
A conceptual model was first developed to account for
hydrologic processes that were hypothesized to influence the
recharge process at the research site. Model horizontal
discretization was chosen based on the recommendation by
Guiguer and Franz (1996). The vertical discretization was
based on well logging previously performed at the site
(Kanwar et al., 1989, 1993). The boundary conditions were
defined based on the topography of the site and on water table
maps generated based on observed groundwater levels from
1989 to 1999. The observed groundwater heads at the
upgradient and downgradient peripheries of the flow domain
were used as the basis for setting the time–varying specified
head boundaries. Zero flux and head–dependent boundaries
were defined based on water table contour maps.
The values of hydrogeologic properties such as hydraulic
conductivity and storage characteristics were taken from slug
tests and from previous studies at the site (Kanwar et al.,
1993; Jones, 1993; Jones et al., 1992). The spatial variability
of hydraulic conductivity obtained from the results of
geostatistical analysis (Ella et al., 1999) was incorporated in
the groundwater model in each layer.
The parameters for the evapotranspiration and drainage
components of the model were estimated empirically from
observed climatological and tile drain data at the site.
Evapotranspiration rates were calculated using the Blaney–
Criddle method, a standard method recommended by the
USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service (Ward and
Elliot, 1995). The choice of this method was, nevertheless,
dictated by the available meteorological data at the site. On
the other hand, the drainage parameters were estimated based
on the observed tile flows and groundwater levels at the site.
To optimize the other model parameters that are not
field–measured, the groundwater model was calibrated using
observed groundwater elevation data in 1991 and 1992.
These years were chosen for the calibration because the
groundwater fluctuation during these years is typical of the
general seasonal groundwater level fluctuation in the area.
Moreover, the groundwater data obtained in these years were
adequate for model calibration purposes. The accuracy of
model prediction during model calibration was assessed
using various statistical criteria such as mean error, mean
absolute error, and root mean square error. Visual comparison
of the simulated and observed head distribution was also
carried out. The model was then validated using groundwater
data for years 1989 and 1990, for which groundwater data are
relatively more adequate than the other years for the period
considered.
The annual recharge rates were then estimated for years
1993 to 1998 by simulating the groundwater heads observed
during this period under transient conditions. All simulations
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made use of the updated block–centered flow package, which
accounts for the rising of water table into dry layers.
Recharge was also made to occur at the uppermost active
cells. The matrix forming the finite–difference equations
defined by equation 16 was solved using the preconditioned
conjugate gradient 2 employing a polynomial preconditioning technique with a convergence criterion of 0.01 m for the
head change and 0.01 m for maximum residual. A detailed
discussion of the pre–conditioned conjugate gradient 2
technique may be found in Axelsson and Kolotilina (1990)
and Hill (1990), among others.

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DISCRETIZATION
The flow domain in the groundwater model was discretized uniformly into 5 m Ü 5 m cells in each of the three
model layers, yielding 80 columns and 86 rows to constitute
the finite–difference numerical model. However, the cells in
the northeastern portion of the flow domain were treated as
inactive cells, as shown in figure 3, since this region is outside
the flow domain of interest. This was also done to minimize
computer storage requirements and maximize computational
efficiency. The time step used in simulation runs was 10 days,
a reasonable time step from the standpoint of both data
availability and computational efficiency.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
In the absence of natural boundaries, the selection of
boundary conditions was based on water table contour maps
generated from observed piezometric heads in 42 wells from
1989 to 1999 for various months. Specified head boundary
conditions at the northeast and southwest portions of the flow
domain, as shown in figure 3, were used, as these portions
consistently remained parallel to the equipotential lines in the
observed water table maps for all layers. A zero flux
boundary was used for the northern, northwestern, and
southeastern portions of the flow domain as observed
equipotential lines for all layers generally tended to be
perpendicular to these boundaries. For all other portions,
where the water table contours are neither parallel nor
perpendicular, an artificial head–dependent boundary condition was used. This is essentially a specified flux condition,
but not necessarily a constant flux as groundwater flow
through this boundary is dependent on the calculated heads
at the cells at this boundary and a hypothetical groundwater
reservoir outside the flow domain. This variable flux is
calculated as the product of the head differential between the
cells and the specified head in the reservoir and the
conductance, a model parameter.

THE GROUNDWATER MODEL
A schematic representation of the conceptual groundwater model developed in this study, along with the accompanying mathematical model, is shown in figure 2. The conceptual
model consists of three model layers representing the
oxidized (0 to 3.7 m), intermediate (3.7 to 6.0 m), and
unoxidized (6.0 to 20.0 m) till layers at the site. These model
layers are consistent with the average stratigraphy at the site.
Recharge, evapotranspiration, and subsurface drainage
were considered to be the major subsurface processes that
influence groundwater movement in the conceptual model.
Both the evapotranspiration and drainage components were
treated to be head–dependent sinks, which only function at
certain specified groundwater elevations. In the case of
evapotranspiration, the sink value is calculated as the product
of evapotranspiration and a fraction representing the ratio of
the head above the specified elevation and the total depth
within which water loss due to evapotranspiration may take
place, termed as extinction depth, when the head at the
uppermost active cells is above the specified elevation. The
extinction depth is the vertical distance between the evapotranspiration surface elevation and the specified elevation.
The ground surface elevation over the flow domain was taken
by the model as the evapotranspiration surface elevation. For
drainage, on the other hand, the sink value is calculated as the
product of drain conductance and the head above the drain
elevation. In both cases, the sink terms become zero when the
groundwater elevation falls below the specified elevations.

ET

430 m
( 86 rows)

RECHARGE

N

ZERO FLUX
BOUNDARY

SPECIFIED
HEAD
BOUNDARY

SPECIFIED
FLUX
BOUNDARY

DRAINAGE

_ GW ELEVATION
3.7 m
OXIDIZED TILL LAYER
GW FLOW

2.3 m

INTERMEDIATE ZONE

UNOXIDIZED TILL LAYER

14.0 m

d T dh(t)N d T dh(t) N d T dh(t) N
dh(t)
M + Re(t) - ET(t) - Drain(t) = Ss
SK
M + SK
M + SK
dx U x dx < dy U y dy < dz U z d z <
dt

Figure 2. The conceptual and mathematical groundwater model.
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CONSTANT
HEAD
BOUNDARY
SPECIFIED FLUX
BOUNDARY

ZERO FLUX
BOUNDARY

400 m
( 80 columns)
Figure 3. The flow domain and boundary conditions of the groundwater
model.
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During model calibration and validation stages, actual
observed head distributions at the beginning of the simulation year were used as initial conditions. For the rest of the
simulations, the final simulated head distribution at the end
of the year was used as the initial condition for the succeeding
year.
MODEL CALIBRATION RESULTS
Model calibration was carried out using groundwater data
observed in 1991 and 1992. Table 2 shows both the physically
based and optimized model parameters. Physically based
parameters include field–measured hydraulic conductivity,
specific storage, specific yield, and porosity. The range of
empirically determined values of evapotranspiration is also
shown in this table.
The hydraulic conductivity was made to be spatially
variable for each layer, based on the results of geostatistical
analysis made by the authors in a previous study (Ella et al.,
1999). However, the hydraulic conductivity in the x, y, and
z directions in each cell were assumed to be equal. Earlier
studies at the glacial till site showed that the ratio of
horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity is approximately equal to one (Lutenegger et al., 1983). On the other hand,
the values of specific yield and specific storage for the
oxidized and unoxidized till layers, respectively, were taken
from the results of pumping tests by Jones et al. (1992) and
Jones (1993). These field–measured parameter values are
within the order of magnitude of established values of
specific yield and specific storage for till (e.g., Anderson and
Woessner, 1992; Fetter, 1994). The storage characteristics of
both the oxidized and intermediate layers were assumed to be
identical.
The conductance parameter for the head–dependent or
specified flux boundary and the drain conductance were
optimized manually. As a first estimate of the boundary
conductance, Darcy’s law was applied using head differential
from water table maps and average hydraulic conductivity of
the layers. On the other hand, a first estimate of the drain
conductance was based on observed tile flows, drain depth,
and observed groundwater levels.
The evapotranspiration rates used for each stress period
were obtained empirically from observed climatological data
using the Blaney–Criddle method. The choice of this method
was governed to a considerable extent by the available
climatological data.

Parameter

Table 2. Physically based and optimized model parameters used in simulations.
Layer 1
Layer 2
(0 to 3.7 m)
(3.7 to 6.0 m)

Physically based parameters
Hydraulic conductivity (m/s)
Specific storage (m–1)
Specific yield
Porosity
Evapotranspiration (m/day)
Drain depth
Optimized parameters
Extinction depth (m)
Drain conductance (m2/day)
Head–dependent boundary conductance (m2/day )
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The extinction depth parameter associated with evapotranspiration was optimized manually. Initial trial values
were based on approximate average rooting depths of corn
and grass. The extinction depth is treated by MODFLOW as
the depth within which water loss from the uppermost cells
due to evapotranspiration takes place. Hence, rooting depths
of vegetation grown in the area during the modeling study
provide a sound basis for estimating this parameter. However, since the modeling area is covered partly by corn and
soybean and partly by grasses, the extinction depth was
optimized using several simulation runs to determine its
average value over the flow domain.
A plot of the observed and simulated head distribution for
the month of June 1992 is shown in figure 4. It is apparent that
the general shape of the head distribution is adequately
replicated by the groundwater model.
Table 3 summarizes the values of the various statistical
criteria used for the objective assessment of model fit during
calibration. In view of the transient nature of the simulations,
the evaluation of model fit was made for each of the three
distinct stress periods identified. The first period covers the
months of January to June, during which groundwater levels
generally increase. The second period covers the months of
July to October, when groundwater levels start to decline.
The remaining months of November and December constitute the third stress period. For both calibration years 1991
and 1992, the root mean square error (RMSE) proved to be
sufficiently low, ranging from 0.153 m to 0.48 m during the
first stress period and from 0.278 m to 0.302 m for the third
stress period, the two periods that contribute to the annual
recharge. Although the RMSE for the second stress period
has a relatively higher value, practically no recharge is
contributed during this period. Furthermore, any inaccuracies incurred during the second period will only affect the
initial conditions of the third period. And since the third
period only contributes minimal recharge, the inaccuracies
incurred during the second and third periods will not
significantly affect the estimates of annual recharge.
The need for further model calibration was also obviated
by the results of sensitivity analysis of the model parameters.
No significant improvement in the model prediction could be
made with further adjustments of model parameter values,
particularly those associated with the boundary conditions
such as the general boundary head conductance and even the
constant head boundaries. These parameters proved to be so

1.1 × 10–6 to 3.0 × 10–6
(spatially variable)
0.0006
0.032
0.35
0.0002 to 0.0038 0
(temporally variable)
1.22 m
0.3 to 1.4
(temporally variable)
0.0001
0.001

Layer 3
(6.0 to 20.0 m)

1.2 × 10–7 to 2.3 × 10–7
(spatially variable)
0.0006
0.032
0.35

1.2 × 10–8 to 6.5 × 10–8
(spatially variable)
0.00066
0.030
0.40

0.001

0.001
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Figure 4. Observed and simulated head distribution for the month of June 1992 during model calibration.

highly insensitive that a large change in the optimized value
resulted in minimal change in the RMSE. For instance, if the
conductance at the western specified flux boundary was
increased tenfold, from 0.001 to 0.01, while keeping all other
parameters constant, the RMSE at the end of the first stress
period decreased by only 0.008 m. The conductance in the
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southern specified flux boundary proved to be even more
insensitive. An increase or decrease in the value of this
parameter effected no significant change in the RMSE at the
end of the first stress period. When both conductance values
for the western and southern specified flux boundaries were
changed at the same time, the corresponding change in
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Table 3. Values of statistical parameters
obtained during model calibration.
Mean
Mean Absolute
Root Mean
Error
Error
Square Error
Time
(m)
(m)
(m)
(days)

1991
S1
S1
S1
S1
S2
S3

31
90
120
181
304
365

0.114
0.026
–0.154
0.246
0.670
0.092

0.135
0.198
0.234
0.316
0.670
0.259

0.153
0.241
0.287
0.378
0.700
0.278

1992
S1
S1
S1
S1
S2
S3

31
90
120
181
304
365

0.022
0.084
0.217
0.354
0.438
0.208

0.309
0.342
0.337
0.383
0.381
0.255

0.348
0.395
0.408
0.480
0.486
0.302

S1 = first stress period; S2 = second stress period; S3 = third stress period.

RMSE still proved to be insignificant. For instance, a tenfold
increase in the parameter value yielded a decrease of less than
0.01 m in the RMSE.
Lowering the specified head boundary, in an attempt to
minimize over–prediction by the model, also proved to yield
minimal improvements. For instance, a decrease in the
northeastern specified head boundary from 337.0 m to
336.5 m resulted in a decrease in the RMSE from 0.378 m to
0.377 m at the end of the first stress period. Further decreases
of this boundary head to 336.0 m and to 335.5 resulted in
decreases in the RMSE of only 0.002 m and 0.003 m,
respectively. On the other hand, reducing the constant head
boundary of 333.0 m at the southwestern portion resulted in
non–convergence of the solution of the matrix equation (eq.
16), with the head values becoming lower than the cell
bottom in this part of the flow domain. Hence, this constant
head boundary was considered to be optimum.
The other model parameters not directly associated with
the boundary conditions exhibited varying sensitivities. The
drain conductance proved to be as insensitive as the
optimized general head boundary conductance. On the other
hand, the extinction depth was found to be the most sensitive
parameter. A change of 0.1 m in the extinction depth resulted
in an average change of 0.05 m in the RMSE during the first
stress period. A 0.2–m change led to a 0.1–m change in the
RMSE during the same period. The same change in
parameter value during the second stress period resulted in a
change of 0.15 in the RMSE. However, further increasing the
extinction depth to values as high as 2.0 m for the second
stress period resulted in non–convergence of the solution of
the matrix equation (eq. 16). Hence, this parameter was
optimized using several simulation runs for the three stress
periods during model calibration.
MODEL VALIDATION RESULTS
The calibrated model was validated using groundwater
data observed in 1989 and 1990. A plot of the observed and
simulated groundwater head distribution for the month of
June 1990 is shown in figure 5. It is apparent that the general
pattern of head distribution in the aquitard is adequately
replicated by the model.
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Table 4 summarizes the values of the various statistical
criteria used for the objective assessment of model fit during
validation. While discrepancies exist for the second stress
period, the model generally provided good fit for the first
stress period, which generates the large portion of recharge
estimates. This is also proven by a relatively low RMSE
obtained for this period during validation, as summarized in
table 4. Hence, the calibrated model was considered to be
adequate for the intended purpose.
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR RECHARGE ESTIMATION
Groundwater recharge was estimated for years 1993 to
1995 and for years 1997 to 1998 using the calibrated and
validated model. No observed groundwater data exists for
year 1996, and hence recharge was not estimated through
simulation for this year. However, the model was executed
for year 1996 using average parameter values from model
calibration in order to obtain initial conditions for year 1997.
Sample plots showing the observed and simulated head
distribution over space for the months of June and October
1998 are shown in figures 6 and 7, respectively. The head
distributions were adequately replicated during simulation
runs for all years considered except 1996, for which
groundwater data are not available.
The estimates of groundwater recharge for the years
considered are summarized in table 5. The recharge rates
ranged from 18.7 mm in 1997 to 33.2 mm in 1993 for the
five–year simulation period. A large portion of recharge
occurs during the first stress period from January to June in
each year. For this period, recharge rates ranged from
0.0001 m/day to 0.00018 m/day, constituting 18.1 mm and
32.6 mm, respectively, which is about 80% to 98% of the total
annual recharge.
The annual recharge values obtained from the simulation
results are consistent with the order of magnitude obtained by
Kanwar et al. (1993) for the calibration and validation years
and are also within the typical range of recharge rates
estimated for the humid Midwest (e.g., Eidem et al., 1999;
Fetter, 1994; Hatfield et al., 1999; Stoertz and Bradbury,
1989).
The recharge estimated by the groundwater model also
agreed well with the rainfall occurrences observed at the site,
as shown in figure 8 and in table 5, with the exception of
1989, which suffered from a lack of reliable basis for
estimating the initial conditions. For instance, the largest
estimated recharge rates occurred for years 1990, 1991, and
1993, during which the total annual rainfall exceeded the
annual average. In contrast, the least rainy year of 1997
(661.9 mm) provided the least recharge estimate of 18.7 mm.
Nevertheless, no well–defined relationship between the
annual rainfall and annual recharge existed based on the
simulation results. In fact, aside from 1989, other years with
higher rainfall did not necessarily result in higher recharge
rates. For instance, 1998 had a slightly higher annual rainfall
(889.8 mm) than 1995 (729.7 mm), yet simulation results
yielded a lower recharge rate for 1998 (25.9 mm) than for
1995 (31.4 mm). These differences are not significant and
could be possibly attributed to the actual temporal distribution of rainfall and to the actual rainfall intensities during
these years. In fact, a high rainfall magnitude may not
necessarily lead to greater infiltration and eventual percolation into the groundwater system if the rainfall occurs at high
intensities. Moreover, the timing of rainfall occurrences
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Figure 5. Observed and simulated head distribution for the month of June 1990 during model validation.

(i.e., whether they occur during recharge or discharge periods)
greatly governs their influence on the recharge process. For
instance, high rainfall magnitudes observed during the months
of July to October will significantly increase the total annual
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rainfall value. However, most of the rainfall occurring during
this period may only replenish the unsaturated zone and will
consequently be dissipated by evapotranspiration at the site,
leading to minimal or no recharge.
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Table 4. Values of statistical parameters
obtained during model validation.
Mean
Mean Absolute
Root Mean
Error
Error
Square Error
Time
(m)
(m)
(m)
(days)

1989
S1
S1
S1
S1
S2
S3

31
90
120
181
304
365

–0.120
0.107
0.130
0.148
0.881
0.830

0.193
0.235
0.251
0.470
0.881
0.830

0.229
0.285
0.297
0.504
0.950
0.900

1990 [a]
S1
S1
S1
S1

31
90
120
181

0.825
0.156
0.088
0.064

0.825
0.323
0.296
0.363

0.924
0.352
0.360
0.410

S1 = first stress period; S2 = second stress period; S3 = third stress period.
[a] Groundwater elevation data are not available for second and third stress
periods.

Based on the simulation results, annual groundwater
recharge in glacial till ranged from 2.3% to 4.3% of the
annual precipitation. With glacial till having a relatively low
hydraulic conductivity and specific yield, this order of
magnitude for natural groundwater recharge can be expected.
PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES AND MODEL LIMITATIONS
While the simulation generally provided acceptable
results on the basis of various statistical criteria and head
distributions, the model developed in this study can be further
refined in the light of new field data to minimize model
parameter uncertainties. In particular, field–measured recharge rates, such as those obtained from lysimeter or tracer
test studies, could lead to a much–improved estimation of
model parameters during calibration. Moreover, the evapotranspiration rates could be more accurately estimated by
using more comprehensive methods, such as the Penman
method, which accounts not only for temperature and
radiation but also for humidity and wind effects. Uncertainties in the specific storage and specific yield also exist, as a
spatially uniform value for each parameter was used in each
layer, unlike hydraulic conductivity, which was made to be
spatially variable based on slug test and geostatistical
analysis. Field measurement of specific yield and specific
storage at various portions of the flow domain, as well as
geostatistical analysis, may be performed if a more accurate
simulation is desired.
The groundwater model used in this study is constrained
to a large extent by available groundwater head data,
particularly during the initial and latter periods of simulation,
which fall during the months of January to April and
December. During the periods considered, groundwater
elevation data were only available during the months of May
to October, except for 1998 when groundwater level
measurement was made by the authors. The initial head
distribution greatly influences the accuracy of the simulation
of the first stress period, where a major portion of recharge
occurs. If groundwater data close to the months of December
or January are not available, then the chances for error in
approximating the initial conditions become significantly
large. In the same way, the chances for error in the final head
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distribution become high if groundwater observations during
the month of December are not available. Because the final
head distribution can be used as the initial head distribution
for the succeeding year, it is necessary to have data during this
month if accurate simulation for the succeeding year is to be
achieved.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An inverse transient three–dimensional groundwater
modeling technique was developed based on the USGS
modular finite–difference groundwater model to estimate the
groundwater recharge in a glacial till aquitard. The model
consists of three model layers, representing the oxidized,
intermediate, and unoxidized till layers, and it accounts for
the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity in each layer
based on the results of geostatistical analysis. It also
incorporated the effects of evapotranspiration and subsurface
drainage. The model was calibrated and validated using years
with adequate groundwater data. Based on simulation results,
the annual groundwater recharge ranged from 18.7 mm to
33.2 mm for the period 1993 to 1998. The total annual
groundwater recharge constitutes approximately 2.3% to
4.3% of the total annual rainfall, which is to be expected for
glacial till with relatively low hydraulic conductivity and
storage characteristics. The model developed in this study
provided a fundamentally sound and useful alternative
method for estimating groundwater recharge, and it provides
a workable framework for further development in the light of
new field–measured data.
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